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First Class Programs. There has been hubbub concerning the First Class Program links that were added to the 
navigation links on all the Department websites. When that decision was made, we said folks could opt out, but we 
did not clearly communicate that option. Don will remove those links. Since the new catch phrase is Signature 
Programs, the Academic Senate and Technology Committee will decide how to move forward in promoting these 
programs. We will be directed to implement any changes that need to be done. 

Canvas Link. Scott James says that a lot of our faculty are moving to Canvas early, before Blackboard goes away. 
We discussed ways to link Canvas on the home page. Our current Blackboard tab is black, and leads directly to 
Blackboard site. We suggest changing the color of the tab to be blue, and have a two-line title: Blackboard/Canvas 
with the word Canvas being in red type. That tab will now link to a landing page that Scott will create. Alfonso will 
connect with Anh Dinh to implement the changes. We hope to have it up and running by our next meeting. 

Web Accessibility Statement and Guidelines. Don and Phillip created a draft document. They used that title since an 
official policy can only come from the Board. The gist of it is, once adopted, all new and updated pages are expected 
to meet AA compliance standards. Archived pages will be exempt, unless they fall into the top 20% of hits. Our 
homework is to review this document (included with these minutes), and send any edits directly to Don to be 
incorporated. We will discuss at the next meeting and then move it up to Technology Committee to become official. 

Accessibility Issue Feedback. Part of the plan for dealing with Accessibility issues is to have a way for users 
to give feedback. We discussed ways to do that. It was the general consensus that the handicapped symbol 
on the bottom of every page be repurposed. It currently leads to DSPS webpage. Phillip says DSPS has its 

own logo that their students recognize. He suggests adding that DSPS logo to the bottom of every page, freeing up 
the other icon for feedback. Don will create an Accessibility landing page that will have information on accessibility as 
well as a link to give feedback. Alfonso will work with ITS to add the DSPS logo to the home page. 

Don shared a great website: accesiblecoursematerials.com that has wonderful tutorials on how to make your 
instructional materials accessible. This website content was written by Amanda Carpenter, DSPS, as part of her 
Master’s thesis. Don would like to have it linked on our District “Web Editing Help” page. Alfonso will see that it is 
added. The Technology Committee might want to consider an article in their Technology Newsletter on this. Alice will 
connect with Amanda. 

Site Improve Dashboard. The dashboard has undergone a design overhaul. No more circles with zero as our goal. 
Now we are assigned “points” and 100 is the unattainable sign of perfection. We will all need to get in there and find 
new paths to the information we need. This will result in changes to the training materials/handouts/website. Alfonso 
will be in charge of making those changes to the handouts & website. 

OEC online application. Isabel reports that OEC has worked with ITS to develop their own online application. They 
want to add a link to it on the WebAdvisor student page. Alfonso suggested contacting Stuart Davis. Isabel also 
requested that “Apply Online” appear in OEC’s REGISTER drop down menu. Once she has a landing page, Isabel 
will work with Don to get that change made. 

Emergency glitch. Our recent campus evacuation alerted us to a hitch in the emergency notification protocol. For 
mobile users of our website, it does no good for there to be an alert image in the “Carousel”, because that part of the 
homepage is not included in the mobile version. Amy alerted Dean to the issue, and he created a work around that 
did the trick. Dean needs to document that workaround, so that someone other than him can make the change. 

Funky Search results. Alice alerted the team to an issue where the Search is finding long-ago deleted Learning 
Community pages, and not finding the new, improved, published version elsewhere on the website. Anh says this is 
not a matter of waiting for Google to crawl. Our website uses SharePoint site search, not Google. She will have Trini 
investigate. 

http://www.accesiblecoursematerials.com/
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Action Items 

OLD 

 Don will investigate a randomly rotating image web part. 
 

NEW  

 Don will remove First Class Program links from Department pages. 

 Scott James will create a landing page for the new Blackboard/Canvas link 

 Alfonso will ask ITS to make the Blackboard/Canvas tab changes 

 ALL OF US will review the Web Accessibility Statement and Guidelines document and submit any edits 
directly to Don, prior to the next meeting in November. 

 Don will create a landing page for the handicapped logo link with Accessibility information. 

 Alfonso will work with ITS to get the DSPS logo added to the page, and linked to their website. 

 Alfonso will see that accesiblecoursematerials.com is added to Web Editing page. 

 Alice will connect with Amanda Carpenter about a Technology Newsletter article. 

 Alfonso will update SiteImprove handouts/website to reflect their site design changes. 

 Isabel will create a landing page for OEC’s “Apply Online” and Don will get the link added. 

 Dean will document the emergency notification protocol, and teach Amy how to use it. 


